
PWLI Exterior Cleaning Service Helps
Homeowners Raise the Curb Appeal

Pressure Wash Long Island is helping

realtors and homeowners maintain the

pristine look of their properties with its

exterior cleaning services.

OYSTER BAY, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, June 10, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Regular cleaning

in and around the house or an office is

a common chore for families and the

housekeeping staff but sometimes the

interior & exterior spaces need a

thorough cleaning that might not be

possible using the typical cleaning

supplies used by homeowners or the

janitorial staff. Such cleaning demands,

particularly for the exteriors, can come about as a need to establish a healthier living space,

boost the durability of different surfaces, or just enhance the curb appeal. From a commercial

perspective, real estate agents often insist on comprehensively cleaned premises to increase the

Kevin Cullen the owner of

this company is amazing.

His work is very detailed. We

got my entire house, patio &

walkway power washed by

them they did an amazing

job & made it look like it’s

newly built.”

Satish Patel

overall evaluation of a home. Workplaces have been

getting more conscious about the sanitization standards to

keep away common infections that can bring about more

absenteeism and lower productivity levels. Pressure Wash

Long Island [PWLI] provides specialist house washing and

exterior cleaning services. The house washing company is

now expanding its services across more Long Island

locations, and it is also educating homeowners and

property managers about the virtues of using soft

washing.

People often turn to online searches for finding a nearby

service provider, and this is more likely to happen for services where a bit of local expertise can

help, including plumbers, roofing contractors, or home cleaning services. A nearby house

washing company is more likely to understand the cleaning challenges in the surrounding areas

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://pressurewashlongisland.com/residential/house-washing/
https://pressurewashlongisland.com/residential/house-washing/


or the neighborhood, such as the local

climatic conditions, pollution levels,

and environmental factors that can

make the exterior surfaces dirty and

dull. PWLI is interestingly set up in this

domain, bringing its technologically

advanced cleaning equipment and the

regional expertise to the people in

Long Island who require professional

pressure washing services, and now,

the service provider is taking its

services across more locations in

Oyster Bay and the surrounding Long

Island communities, helping realtors

and homeowners understand the

utility and affordability of soft washing

and paver cleaning and sealing

services.

Many types of cleaning equipment and

industrial sprays & solvents promise to

make the exterior surfaces cleaner and

sanitized in no time. However, the DIY

approach to house washing has its

limitations. People who are not familiar

with the tools can also do damage to

their homes while commercial property

managers need a service rather than

investing in the overheads of buying,

using, and stocking outdoor cleaning

tools. Both scenarios suggest that

professional external cleaning

contractors are a better alternative.

PWLI fits the role with its extensive

commercial property cleaning services such as building washing, playground cleaning, sidewalk

cleaning, storefront cleaning, and tennis court cleaning.

Homeowners, particularly those who have bigger homes, might struggle with handicaps to clean

the exterior surfaces. Roof cleaning or gutter cleaning can easily overwhelm some homeowners.

For seniors, attempting to clean outdoor surfaces might also present a risk to their safety. PWLI

has set up the perfect combination of different types of residential cleaning services for

homeowners, including cleaning the driveway, fence, graffiti walls, fences, gutters, and pavers

along with paver sealing.

https://pressurewashlongisland.com/residential/paver-cleaning/
https://pressurewashlongisland.com/residential/paver-sealing/


Paver surfaces are prone to damage over a period, as they face many contaminants, and the

outdoor weather can take a toll. Pavers need more than basic upkeep as the buildup can reduce

their durability and make pavers look unappealing. For homeowners, pavers infested with

mildew, algae, or moss are an aesthetic problem apart from being a safety hazard as they make

the surface slippery. The cleaning experts at Pressure Wash Long Island can clean the dirtiest

pavers, systematically removing any build-up of organic materials.

It can be hard to find a home cleaning company that offers paver sealing along with paver

cleaning. PWLI undertakes paver sealing that helps to create a protective shield, protecting the

paver against the repeated invasion of grime, and helping to extend the clean, washed looks of

the pavers. This includes paver sealing for patios, porches, landscaping planters, walkways,

sidewalks, feature walls, and pool decks. Pressure washing is synonymous with water being

sprayed at extremely high pressure. However, this isn’t always the best approach. When water is

discharged with an uncontrolled pressure range, it can harm many outdoor surfaces, such as

outdoor furniture, and still, it might struggle to holistically remove stains on a surface. Soft

washing is a slightly softer but more effective alternative, and though it can be referred to as

low/no-pressure washing, it uses a more controlled pressure range that cleans comprehensively

without any damage. PWLI is an expert at soft washing for the toughest outdoor cleaning

demands, ensuring that the toughest stains are removed gently, and the exterior surfaces are

not harmed.

Soft cleaning can be the better answer for cleaning demands that need the contaminants to be

removed from the source, as soft washing allows a near 360-degree rinsing using a soft stream

of water that creates no residue or grime. This can be a better option for properties where the

external surfaces seemed overwhelmed by mold, mildew, algae, fungi, or bacteria. Soft pressure

washing tends to deter the chances of regrowth, ensuring that the sparkling surfaces don’t get

contaminated again between the cleaning cycles.

About PWLI

PWLI has been providing expert house washing services since 1986. The company caters to

commercial and residential property cleaning, including paver cleaning and sealing. The

company has a team of experts who are updated about the latest technologies and advances in

the pressure-washing domain. Homeowners and property managers can also ask for a

consultation and request a quote for the services. The company is an expert at soft pressure

wash cleaning that comprehensively removes dirt and grime without harming any surface.

Pressure Wash Long Island

108 Jerusalem Ave, Hicksville, 

NY 11801, United States
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